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City of South Pasadena 

Planning and Community 

Development Department 

 

Memo 
 
 

Date: July 12, 2021 
 

To: Chair and Members of the Planning Commission 
 

From: Joanna Hankamer, Planning & Community Development Director 
 

Re: Additional Document #1 for Item No. 3 – 521-523 Mission Street (Brewhouse):  

Applicant Information and Replacement for Attachment 2  
 

 

Following the completion of the Staff Report for Item No.3 for the Planning Commission agenda 

of July 13, 2021, the applicant requested to correct the Site Plan attachment as well as a request to 

provide an additional document.  

 

Replacement Attachments to Staff Report 

It was noted that the incorrect Site Plan was attached to the staff report. “Replacement for 

Attachment 2 – Revised Plans 04-21-2021” should replace Attachment 2 in the staff report. 

 

Applicant Request to Provide Document 

The applicant has requested that we provide “Supporting Document for CEQA Exemptions” 

submitted by the Applicant to the Commission for their consideration. 
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Supporting Document for CEQA Exemptions 

CEQA Recommendation for Planning Commission 

Determine that the Project is exempt under California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines Sections 
15301, 15303, 15331, and 15332, and that none of the exceptions in Section 15300.2 apply, including 
that there are no unusual circumstances with the project.  

 

Substantial Evidence Supports the CEQA Exemptions for the Project 

I. CEQA Guidelines Section 15301 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15301 exempts projects from CEQA that consist of the operation or minor 
alteration of existing structures, facilities, and equipment, involving negligible or no expansion of 
existing or former use.  Particularly, here, there is negligible or no expansion of the use from the project 
because the project is aimed at preserving and using the existing structure, with as few changes as 
possible to the structure.  The only changes to the existing structure are minor.  Exterior improvements 
include the removal of the east exterior stairs and relocation of the accessory structure’s door, which 
are necessary solely to meet building and fire code requirements.  The interior walls are anticipated to 
be almost entirely maintained in their existing form, except for a few minor closures of openings and 
closets to make better use of the small space.  Those changes do not result in any expansion. 

Also, the project site currently operates as a live/work commercial office use, where the 
applicant/owner has operated a business (Essential Supplies of South Pasadena LLC) under a City of 
South Pasadena business license since the beginning of May 2020.  This Project allows for the use of the 
exact same space for a similar live/work commercial nanobrewery use.  The current application and 
project before the Planning Commission involve only a change of use to allow the live/work 
nanobrewery alcohol sales, serving customers in the patio, and some minor changes noted above (such 
as the removal of the east side stairs and relocation of accessory structure doors, as well as installation 
of the block wall fence).  The changes pursuant to the Project are negligible and do not expand the 
existing commercial use.  The intent of the existing business use, Essential Supplies of South Pasadena 
LLC, would be to allow customers to visit the site using the wheelchair ramp and patio infrastructure in 
the front yard, allow customers to use the rear public ADA-accessible bathrooms, and use the carport 
and patio cover that were all approved by the Cultural Heritage Commission Chair on December 23, 
2020.  Therefore, all of those approved structures have independent utility from this Project because 
they would be needed for the continued existing business operations at the property by Essential 
Supplies of South Pasadena LLC.  The new nanobrewery use will not result in any significant change or 
expansion of that customer-oriented use because it will involve using the exact same facilities that 
would be used for the existing business. 

II. CEQA Guidelines Section 15303 
 

a. Installation of small new equipment and facilities in small structures 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15303 applies because this project involves the installation of small new 
equipment and facilities in small structures.  The project involves a change of use from an existing 
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live/work office use to a live/work nanobrewery use, which is the smallest form of a microbrewery.  This 
project involves minor alterations and installation of equipment.  The total floor area of the project 
(front main building and rear accessory structure) will be 2,235 square feet.  Of that total area, 387 
square feet is located in an accessory structure, which is a small structure at the rear of the project site.   
This very small accessory structure will house all of the small-scale brewing equipment for the 
nanobrewery’s operations, entirely within the accessory structure.  Its operation will not have any 
impacts outside that structure.  For example, the typical Alcohol and Beverage Commission license in 
California for microbreweries is a Type 23 License, which allows producing up to 60,000 barrels per year.  
This project, however, is anticipated to be an extremely small nanobrewery-scale 5-barrel-or-less system 
that will produce 1 batch per week, for a maximum of around 260 barrels per year.  So, the equipment 
and production is very small compared to typical microbreweries that can produce up to 230 times the 
amount of beer.  The small equipment that will be used is more akin to kitchen equipment. 

The front structure is 1,666 square-feet, which also qualifies as a small structure, and it will be used as a 
live/work structure, with a 2-bedroom 2-bathroom residence, and a nanobrewery tasting room and cold 
storage area for the nanobrewery operations.  Small equipment will be added to the kitchen for this 
purpose to store and serve beer and meet County health department requirements.    

b. Conversion of existing small structures from one use to another where only minor 
modifications are made to the exterior of the structure 

The project also qualifies under Section 15303 because it involves the conversion of use for small 
existing structures where only minor modifications are made in the exterior of the structure.   The rear 
387 square-foot accessory structure will be modified from a storage use to a nanobrewery use.  Minor 
exterior modifications involve moving the doors out from the carport area on the east side of the 
structure to the north wall in order to meet building code requirements for access and path of travel, 
and fire code requirements for an adequate fire wall rating between the carport and the interior of the 
accessory structure.  It will also involve adding solar panels to the roof of the accessory structure and 
the main structure with the goal of achieving net-zero carbon emissions from operation of the 
nanobrewery.  The project is anticipated to generate as much energy as it uses, and thus there will be no 
impact from energy usage. 

The front, main structure, which is 1,666 square-feet, is also a small structure and involves a change of 
use from a live/work office to a live/work nanobrewery use.  The front structure will be used as a tasting 
room and cold storage for the brewery operations, as well as a small patio out front for up to 
approximately 16 people.  There will be a minor exterior modification to remove the east side steps that 
are approximately 2 feet high and 3 feet wide, in order to provide added space to meet building code 
requirements for an ADA path of travel along the east side of the structure.  Also, the east side door 
above those removed stairs will be sealed in place, without any major change to it.   

At the front of the site, the project also includes adding an 8-foot high wall along approximately 42 feet 
of the neighboring residence’s boundary.  This wall will improve privacy between the neighboring 
properties.  The wall is also considered construction of a new small facility or structure pursuant to 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15303, and together, all of the above-noted activities qualify as exempt under 
Section 15303. 
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c. Up to Four Commercial buildings (such as stores, motels, offices, restaurants, or similar 
structures) up to 10,000 square feet in floor area on sites zoned for such use 

In addition to the above-noted consistency of the project with the general requirements under Section 
15303, the project also squarely falls within the specific example in 15303(c) because the conversion 
involves a commercial building that is a “similar structure” to a store, restaurant, or office.  The project 
involves a nanobrewery that sells and serves its products to customers in a similar manner to those 
uses.  Particularly, the project will serve artisanal crafted beer beverages to customers at tables similar 
to a “restaurant,” at a commercially zoned location for serving such customers.  The project would also 
involve selling some brewery-related products that advertise the business, such as shirts and glassware, 
which is similar to a “store” under Section 15303(c).   

The number of structures and square-footage is substantially less than the maximum allowed under 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15303(c).  In an urbanized area, the exemption expressly allows up to four 
commercial buildings not exceeding 10,000 square feet in floor area on sites zoned for such commercial 
uses.  A nanobrewery is a commercial use that involve producing and selling beer.  The project site is 
zoned for commercial use because the Mission Street Specific Plan allows Live/Work Cottage Industry 
uses, such as this live/work nanobrewery project, and its underlying zoning designation is a commercial 
C-1 zone according to the City’s Mission Street Specific Plan.  The floor area for the two structures at the 
project will be 2,235 square feet, which is substantially less than the express 10,000 square-foot 
maximum allowed under the exemption in Section 15303(c).   

d. Accessory (appurtenant) structures including garages, carports, patios, pools and fences 

The project includes accessory (appurtenant) structures that are also exempt from CEQA under CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15303(e), such as the conversion of use of the accessory structure in the back yard 
for brewing beer, and minor modifications to relocate the door on that accessory structure for building 
code and fire code requirements.  The installation of the block wall fence along the west side of the 
front patio area is also exempt as an accessory (appurtenant) structure fence under Section 15303(e).   

III. CEQA Guidelines Section 15332 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15332 applies to additionally exempt the project as an infill project because it 
involves infill development from minor changes on the property.   

The project is consistent with the General Plan, Mission Street Specific Plan, and the zoning designation 
and regulations.  As noted above, and throughout other reports and documents submitted into the 
record for this project, the Mission Street Specific Plan allows a nanobrewery as a “Cottage Industry” 
use.  Consistent with zoning regulations, the project will include necessary discretionary approvals for 
permits to sell alcohol, allow outside seating in the patio, and build a fence next to the patio that 
extends above a six-foot height to 8 feet high.  Based on this, the project is consistent with the general 
plan and zoning requirements.  

The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five acres 
substantially surrounded by urban uses.  

The project site has no value, as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species.  It is fully 
developed, and only minor exterior modifications to the existing improvements are proposed.  
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Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or 
water quality.  Parking/traffic was studied and documented in a parking study report that found there is 
ample available on-street parking in the neighborhood, which avoids any issues with cruising and 
circulating traffic.  It is anticipated that the project’s design will substantially reduce traffic by 
incentivizing bicycle riding, by providing 12 secure bike parking spaces directly in front of the main 
entrance in the front patio.  The site is also a block from a bus stop for major intercity bus routes, an 8 
minute walk from the regional light rail train station, and a few minute bike ride from the regional bike 
trail.   Based on these features having a substantial reduction on traffic at the project, the project will 
not result in significant traffic impacts. 

A noise study was performed showing no significant noise impacts.  The project is on Mission Street, 
which is a busy and noisy commercial corridor with buses and one of the City’s only designated truck 
routes.  Most noise from the project will be fully contained indoors, and therefore the interior uses will 
not have any off-site impacts.  The only source of noise outside will be from use of the front patio by 
customers, which seats approximately 16 people.   The noise study shows that there will be no 
significant noise impact at the neighbor’s residence from customer patio use.  This is further strongly 
supported by the fact that the project’s design also includes an 8-foot concrete block wall along the 
front patio boundary with the neighbor’s residence, which would substantially reduce noises if they did 
occur.  That block wall continues back past the front room on the west side (to be used for patron 
seating) before the wall returns to the side of the main structure. 

Air quality and water quality will not be impacted at all by the project, particularly since the project 
involves no hazardous or noxious materials or emissions.  The equipment will be solar electric-powered 
and thus will not impact impact air quality, and as noted above, it has numerous traffic-reducing factors 
that reduce emissions.  The project is entirely on municipal water and sewer supplied by the City of 
South Pasadena, and thus will not impact water quality.  

Moreover, the project is merely a conversion of use in an existing building with no expansion.  The 
structure will be maintained as much as possible in its original 1922 form.   The Project will not likely 
result in any significant changes in the environment since the baseline is an existing structure, which is 
currently used as a live/work office.  The owner currently lives in the facility and operates a business 
called Essential Supplies of South Pasadena, LLC, which has been in operation since early 2020, when he 
purchased the property.  The conversion to a live/work nanobrewery will not cause any significant 
impact on the environment from that baseline. 

The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.  It currently is fully 
developed and is adequately served by all required utilities and public services.  Therefore, it meets all 
the requirements for exemption under Section 15332.  

IV. CEQA Guidelines Section 15331 

The project is additionally exempt under CEQA Guidelines Section 15331 for protecting and 
rehabilitating a historic resource.  The project’s minor exterior improvements have been reviewed for 
conformity with the City’s historic property codes.  Only minor improvements are being made, such as 
removing a newer concrete and metal side step on the east side and closing and relocating the entrance 
on the rear accessory structure to accommodate a path of travel to the restrooms and accessory 
structure, as required by the Building Code, and installing a fire-rated wall, as required by the Fire Code.  
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Based on the minimal work, the project will protect the historic resources at the property.  Indeed, the 
purpose of the project is to protect and employ adaptive reuse of the historic resources instead of 
harming the historic resources.  The interior work for the project involves only minor changes to a 
kitchen to accommodate adding a cold storage refrigerator and minor changes required by L.A. County 
Health Department requirements for food handling.  Other than that, the interior improvements do not 
involve removing or demolishing structural components, and only require adding materials to close a 
couple of entrances for making better use of and division between the rooms.  This exemption applies 
and it is commonly used for renovations and additions on historic properties in the City of South 
Pasadena.  

V. CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 

None of the exceptions to the categorical exemptions apply.  The site is not in a particularly sensitive 
environment and there are no environmental resources of hazardous or critical concern that are 
designated, precisely mapped, and officially adopted pursuant to law by federal, state, or local agencies 
that would be significantly impacted.  There are no issues of cumulative impacts from the same type of 
project occurring in the same place over time—this is just one project on one parcel, and any other 
project would be speculative at this point.  There are no nearby scenic highways with scenic resources.  
The site is not on the hazardous waste list.  The project also will not cause a substantial adverse change 
in the significance of a historical resource—this project protects the historic resource by making minimal 
changes to preserve and adaptively re-use it in the commercial corridor where it is located.  Only minor 
improvements are being made, such that the project will protect the historic resources at the property.  
Indeed, the purpose of the project is to employ adaptive reuse of the historic resources instead of 
harming them. 

Regarding CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2(c) there are no unusual circumstances related to the 
project.  Particularly, it is not unusual to have establishments serving customers like this bordering 
residential properties in the City of South Pasadena.  In fact, it is the opposite.  It is very, very common.  
In the City of South Pasadena, there are only a few narrow commercial corridors on Mission Street and 
Fair Oaks Avenue where most restaurants are located, including those with outdoor dining and alcohol.  
Such uses are regularly situated next to residential uses to make these services accessible for pedestrian 
traffic from the neighboring historic residential neighborhoods.  These kinds of developments typically 
would be considered exempt as either existing facilities (Section 15301), conversion or construction of 
small structures (Section 15303), restoration or rehabilitation of historic structures for an adaptive reuse 
(Section 15331), or infill projects (Section 15332).  

For example, in early 2021, the City of South Pasadena approved the “Seven Patios Project” (845 El 
Centro Street/ 832 Orange Grove Place), which is similarly located in District B of the Mission Street 
Specific Plan.  (https://www.southpasadenaca.gov/government/departments/planning-and-
building/planning-division/seven-patios.)  It included approving approximately 6,100 square-feet of 
multi-tenant commercial retail uses on the ground level of a 79,860 square-foot structure fronting El 
Centro Street.  The commercial spaces have permitted uses that include restaurant, retail, and 
microbrewery as cottage industry uses in District B.  That aspect was specifically adopted as a condition 
of approval for the Seven Patios Project.  A copy of those conditions are in the City’s records.  
Residential properties are similarly located next to those commercial uses within the development and 
along Orange Grove Place and nearby on El Centro Street.  The Seven Patios Project shows that this type 
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of commercial development is not unusual, and thus it would not trigger an exception to the use of 
categorical exemptions for appropriate similar projects like this project. 

 

Figure: Seven Patios Project has entitlements for commercial “cottage industry” uses, including 
restaurants, cafes, and microbreweries, in a similar District B property within the Mission Street 
Specific Plan. 

As another example, the Senor Fish restaurant (618 Mission Street), is located only about 320 feet away 
from the project site across Mission Street towards the east.  It has an outdoor patio directly adjacent to 
single-family residential neighbors.  The patio has 12 tables.  Even conservatively assuming that it would 
have 2 people per table, that would be at least 24 people — which is much more than this project’s 
approximate 16 people seated in the patio.   Also, Senor Fish is open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.  Those hours 
are not substantially different from the proposed project’s noon to 10 p.m. proposed hours of 
operations.  The following pictures show the Senor Fish’s patio in relation to the residences and project.  
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Figure 1. Senor Fish outdoor patio (highlighted orange) directly adjacent to single-family residential 
properties on Grand Avenue (green), approximately 320 feet from subject property (purple).  

 

Figure 2.  Senor Fish 12 outdoor patio tables directly adjacent to a single-family residential property. 
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Figure 3.  Senor Fish outdoor patio directly adjacent to a single-family residential property. 
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As another example, Bistro de la Gare (921 Meridian Avenue) and Communal (1009 El Centro) are two 
restaurants that have substantial outdoor seating and bars serving alcohol in close proximity to 
residential properties.  Both serve alcohol in outdoor patios that face nearby residences. 

 

Figure 4.  The orange areas depict the patio and canopy-covered seating areas at Bistro de la Gare and 
Communal.  Green areas depict the Golden Oaks Apartment building directly across the street from 
both patios, a condominium complex on El Centro Street across from Bistro de la Gare’s patio, and a 
single-family residential property on Diamond Avenue that is adjacent to the rear of Communal in close 
proximity to Communal’s canopy-covered eating area and bar.   
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Figure 5.  Bistro de la Gare outdoor patio where food and alcohol are served. 

 

Figure 6.  Communal’s canopy-covered bar, with a wall of beer taps, and the open-air front patio 
facing apartments across the street. 
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Numerous other examples can be found on just a review of a few restaurants in the City.  These show 
how common it is for seated customers at food-serving establishment, often with alcohol, to be situated 
close or adjacent to residences:  

1) The Raymond at 1250 S. Fair Oaks Ave, Pasadena, CA abuts residences in South Pasadena on 
Mockingbird Lane.  

2) McDonalds (716 Fair Oaks Ave) and the old Mamma’s Brick Oven Pizza and Bistro location 
(710 Fair Oaks Ave, which will soon be a Krispy Kreme Donuts) directly abut residential 
properties on Brent Avenue.  

3) Mike & Anne’s, Menchie’s Frozen Yogurt, and Tomato Pie Pizza Joint, are all along the same 
stretch of Mission Street, with some outdoor seating and very close proximity to several 
residential properties.  

4) Hierloom Bakery and Café (807 Meridian Ave) and Radhika (966 Mission Street) are also 
directly under and adjacent to residential property.  

5) Cos & Pi (303 Pasadena Ave) is next to various residential properties.  
6) Panda Express (1216 Fair Oaks Ave) has residential next to it.  
7) Hi-Life Burgers (1326 Fair Oaks Ave) has a wrap-around patio around its structure and a 

parking lot right up to single-family residential uses right next to it.  Parking lots make much 
more noise than patios from much louder and noisier vehicles operating in them.  It is 
abutting a single-family residence.  It is also open until 10pm to 11pm at night every day.  

8) Blaze Pizza (1100 Fair Oaks Ave) has an outdoor patio and parking lot just across an alley 
from single-family residences, and it sells beer and wine, and is open until 10pm 7 days per 
week.  It is separated from a single-family residence only by a narrow alley, and only a small 
wooden fence. 

9) Twohey’s (424 Fair Oaks Ave) has a large full service bar indoors and abuts residential 
apartments, with only about 16 feet between the structures. 

Serving customers food and drink is similar to how this project operates, since it involves serving beer 
and small food items, and it is common to find such operations in places that are fairly similarly situated 
as this project.   Many of the above-noted locations serve alcohol.  Indeed, many of these restaurants 
are anticipated to purchase kegs of beer from this very nanobrewery project to serve at their locations.  
So, the proposed use for this project cannot be considered an unusual circumstance, when common 
operations are operated in a similar manner and would be serving the very same product.  Based on 
this, there are no unusual circumstances that would cause a significant impact. 

Even if unusual circumstances were present—and they are unquestionably not present—there is also no 
reasonable possibility that such unusual circumstances will result in a significant impact.  Studies were 
conducted for the project related to parking and noise, and these showed that no significant impacts will 
result.  (See parking and noise studies.)    
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